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Abstract—Agile methods favor “working software over 
comprehensive documentation.” The latter presumably 
includes Unified Modeling Language. UML is expensive to 
maintain, and it lacks good drill-down mechanisms; however, 
UML affords very useful visualizations. This paper describes a 
discipline for incrementally embedding graphical UML class 
models within source code for continuous agile development. 
The approach consists of identifying a main function, and 
having it drive the piecewise creation of UML by explicitly 
including in its postconditions the placement of functions 
corresponding directly to requirements. The approach thus 
introduces higher order pre- and postconditions. A specific 
process is provided for carrying this out, together with 
examples. It enables UML class model visualization in rapid 
development, especially when tool-supported. 
Keywords-component; embedded UML, embedding UML, 
agile UML, incremental UML 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The agile approach to software development is quite 
ubiquitous and successful. The Agile Manifesto calls for 
“working software over comprehensive documentation.” 
Comprehensive UML diagrams are thus considered 
secondary to code. UML’s maintenance cost appears to 
support this advice. UML resides in documents separate 
from the code, which makes coordination with source code 
expensive when UML is used for incremental design. It also 
tends to become complex, and UML class models allow little 
recursion, and thus little telescoping. (A data flow diagram, 
by contrast, does allow recursion in that a process can itself 
be a data flow diagram.). On the other hand, UML is a very 
useful visualization tool, and its benefits should not be lost. 
This paper describes a disciplined approach to 
incrementally embedding graphical UML class models 
within code comments (i.e., not just referenced in code 
comments). This is done hand-in-hand with agile code 
development. The result consists of class model chunks that 
are straightforward to comprehend.   
The approach begins with the identification of what we 
will call required functions, each of which corresponds 
directly to a requirement. For example, if the user story 
concerns an e-commerce consumer site, required functions 
could include display_product_image(), verify_credit(), and 
process_payment(). A function is identified that drives the 
application—a nontrivial main(), in effect—which we will 
refer to as the root design function. Besides fulfilling 
traditional postconditions, the root design function is 
explicitly tasked to emplace the required functions. In other 
words, the existence of the required functions is among the 
root design function’s preconditions, and their placement—
in classes that the developer creates for the purpose—is 
among its postconditions. The latter may also include design 
constraints. This higher order specification of functions is a 
principal contribution of this work. 
To implement the root design function thus means to 
create a scaffold of related classes that contain the required 
functions. “Development” and “design” are virtually 
synonymous here—as is commonly experienced in actual 
agile development.  
There is no assumption that the set of required functions 
is unique: different developers will no doubt identify them 
differently; but the methodology is the same.  
We do not attempt to report here on experiments at scale; 
however, such experiments should be preceded by prototype 
studies and programs like the ones described here, tried out 
and made available for comment. The approach described 
also promises to facilitate a manageable UML tree in that 
required functions assumed by the root design function can, 
when they need additional classes, be considered design 
functions themselves.   
II. EXISTING LITERATURE 
Generally speaking, and apart from cost, UML has been 
found beneficial for software development. For example, 
Vargas et al [3] found that “at the system level, the change 
proneness of code modeled using class diagrams is lower 
than that of code that is not modeled at all.” 
The practical integration of UML in agile development 
has preoccupied researchers for some time (e.g., Wei et al 
[2]) but no widely used approach has emerged. Model-driven 
Analysis specifies an extensive means for describing UML 
models and meta-models with XML but these are not 
immediately visible to developers dealing only with code. 
The investigation by Pitkänen and Selonen of incremental 
modeling in [10] is an example. Marovac shows similar 
motivations in [1] but expresses UML as “flagged sentences” 
rather than as figures. Ambler [7], has done very useful work 
on agile modeling but he does not discuss embedding UML 
as demonstrated here. He states in [8] that “…within the 
scope of AM (Agile Modeling), it (source code) will not be 
considered a model because I want to distinguish between 
the two concepts.”  Some agile modeling work is in the form 
of proposals (e.g., Rumpe [5]). A concrete example is by 
Karagiannis [4], which describes the Agile Modeling 
Method Engineering (AMME). However, AMME is 
conceived at a high level compared with the methodology 
described in this paper, which is entirely code-based. 
Weiser [11] showed that developers use slices when 
debugging—related fragments of code that are not 
necessarily contiguous. The technique described in this paper 
uses slicing, but in a different context. 
III. THE APPROACH 
This section provides the paper’s overall premises, the 
method of composing UML incrementally, the UML’s 
relationship with code and comments, and the means by 
which the process is driven. It also explains the choice of 
examples. 
A. Premises  
We assume that requirements are given, no design has 
been performed, UML visualization is desired, and 
commented source code is our sole medium. We also assume 
that functions are available—or will be developed—for 
individual requirements. 
B. Fragmenting UML  
We will not hold as a premise the assumption that UML 
must be shown in complete forms such as all classes or all 
class relationships or all methods of a class. This is a 
relaxation of what is normally expected from UML but the 
result has the advantage of being simple to digest. The 
fragments are small, inheritance can almost always be shown 
vertically and aggregation horizontally. Traditional holistic 
class models can, in principle, be generated from the UML 
fragments if need be, but that is not explored here. 
C. Required Functions 
Agile specifications begin with the requirements for the 
current sprint. In the first example below, this is “the user 
can specify the components and style of a kitchen, and 
receive the corresponding display.” This requires, for 
example, the existence of a function that places a wall 
cabinet in style s at a a_position, such as 
place_s_wall_cabinet(a_position). The identification of such 
functions depends on the developer, and in this context, we 
will refer to them as “required.” When skillfully chosen, they 
promote traceability. 
D. The Design Function 
The root design function is one whose execution satisfies 
all current requirements (i.e., via delegation). The existence 
of required functions are explicit preconditions. The root 
design function relies on these to fulfill its postconditions, 
which include the explicit responsibility to create classes 
appropriate for the required functions, and to relate these 
classes. This is where UML visualization becomes useful. 
True to the agile YAGNI (“You Aren’t Going to Need 
It”) philosophy, the technique we describe consists of 
creating just those UML fragments—no more and no less—
needed to place required functions. Since these fragments are 
typically assemblies of only 1-4 classes, they and their 
interrelationships can be provided within comments as 
simple ASCII figures. Just as each block of code relies on 
prior ones, each new UML fragment should relate to one 
already given. In other words, a connected class model 
grows implicitly.  
At scale, the required functions placed by the root design 
function may be design functions themselves, recursively 
repeating the process described in this paper. 
E. Conventions and Notation  
In this paper, the decompositions of each function is 
organized as a sequences of accumulating subgoals. Their 
conjunction must imply all of the postconditions. In the 
simplest case, a subgoal may be the same as a postcondition. 
The “accumulating” property means that, once a subgoal has 
been fulfilled, it is maintained through the rest of the 
function code. This incremental approach is consistent with 
agile development. Subgoals are denoted in the code by “--”. 
For convenience, subgoals that are not necessary for 
reasoning about their logical sufficiency (albeit needed for 
the implementation) are denoted with square brackets.  
To aid in the recognition of which UML is newly 
specified and which not, notation is used to denote classes 
previously cited. Otherwise, the UML subset used is that of 
Gamma et al [9]. 
F. Role of the Developer 
Identifying subgoals that suffice for the postconditions, 
and picking an order for their fulfillment, is a skill required 
of the developer. Another is the appropriate placements of 
the required functions. It is trivial to place a single required 
function but it may be nontrivial to perform this in concert 
with placing all of others. 
G. Choice of Examples 
Our objectives in selecting examples for this paper were 
that they should be small enough to be fully described and 
implemented, complex enough to illustrate the technique, 
and familiar enough so that the reader can compare the 
results with traditionally drafted UML documentation. We 
thus chose applications of design patterns: Abstract Factory 
and Mediator, as generally described in Gamma et al [9]. 
IV. EXAMPLE 1: KITCHEN VISUALIZATION 
The first example, taken from [6], enables the user to 
visualize a given kitchen layout (essentially, cabinet_layout 
in the code below) in various styles such as “antique” or 
“modern.” The layout is simulated by a 5-by-5 grid of floor 
cabinets (“f”) and wall cabinets (“w”), as in the following 
example: 
 
 w  -  -  -  -  
 -  -  f  -  -  
 -  -  -  -  -  
 -  -  -  -  w 
 -  -  -  -  f 
 
Execution of arrange_kitchen_with("ANTIQUE") 
produces the following: 
awc -  -  -  -  
 -  - afc -  -  
 -  -  -  -  -  
 -  -  -  - awc 
 -  -  -  - afc 
 
Execution of arrange_kitchen_with("MODERN") with 
the same layout produces the following: 
mwc -  -  -  -  
 -  - mfc -  -  
 -  -  -  -  -  
 -  -  -  - mwc 
 -  -  -  - mfc 
 
The design and implementation must readily 
accommodate new kinds of cabinets and new styles. 
 
A. Selecting a Root Design Function 
The process is driven by the root design function, whose 
execution produces the desired application, and which relies 
on subsidiary (“required”) functions. The root design 
function’s signature is as follows. 
 
def arrange_kitchen_with(a_style): 
 
The preconditions explicitly cite the required functions—
methods that actually draw or emplace the various cabinets 
in various styles, as follows: 
''' 
Preconditions 
1. a_style = 'MODERN' or 'ANTIQUE' 
2. place_y_x_cabinet(a_position) are defined, each 
placing an x cabinet in style y at a_position on the 
console, where x = floor or wall and y = modern or 
antique 
3. arrange_kitchen() is defined, using place_x_cabinet() 
with x = floor or wall, to produce a picture of a kitchen 
on the console. 
4. cabinet_arrangement specifies where the floor- or wall 
cabinets should be located on a two-dimensional grid 
 
Postconditions 
1. arrange_kitchen() and place_x_cabinet() are allocated 
2. place_y_x_cabinet() are allocated for x = floor/wall 
and y = modern/antique 
3. (place_x_cabinet() delegates): 
Kitchen.place_x_cabinet() delegates to 
place_y_x_cabinet() where y corresponds to a_style 
4. A kitchen is displayed on the console as per 
cabinet_arrangement and a_style 
''' 
These specifications rely on the existence of detailed 
specifications for place_y_x_cabinet() etc.  
B. Decomposition 
The root design function is decomposed into a sequence 
of code blocks, each of which fulfills a subgoal (denoted in 
the code by “--”). Taken together, the subgoal statements 
imply the whole design function’s postconditions. When a 
subgoal label is useful, it is shown within parentheses.  
The first subgoal places the functions arrange_kitchen(), 
place_floor_cabinet(), and place_wall_cabinet(). The 
fulfillment of this subgoal consists of the UML described 
here, and the code for Kitchen (typically in a separate file). 
’’’  
--(Postcondition 1): arrange_kitchen() and 
place_x_cabinet()with x = floor or wall are allocated AND 
the_kitchen is Kitchen instance with cabinet_arrangement 
 
 _____________________ 
|_______Kitchen_______| 
|   arrange_kitchen() | 
|place_floor_cabinet()| 
| place_wall_cabinet()| 
’’’ 
from … import Kitchen 
the_kitchen = Kitchen() 
the_kitchen.set_arrangement(cabinet_arrangement) 
 
We next locate place_y_x_cabinet(), taking care to 
connect the new UML fragment to UML already introduced. 
’’’ 
--(Postcondition 2): place_y_x_cabinet() allocated with x 
= floor or wall and y = antique or modern 
                        __________ 
         Kitchen<>---->|_XCabinet_| 
  _________________________ ^ ________________________ 
 |____AntiqueXCabinet______| |____ModernXCabinet______| 
 |place_antique_x_cabinet()| |place_modern_x_cabinet()| 
’’’ 
 
The place_x_cabinet() functions can now be 
implemented. 
’’’ 
--(Postcondition 3): place_x_cabinet() delegates 
 
Kitchen<>-x_cabinet--->  XCabinet 
                        |place()_| 
Kitchen.place_x_cabinet() delegates to x_cabinet.place(), 
and YXCabinet.place() delegates to place_y_x_cabinet() 
where x = floor or wall and y = antique or modern 
’’’ 
Next, the developer may introduce Style as objects. The 
square brackets indicate a subgoal which, while needed for 
the implementation, is not needed in checking that the 
conjunction of the subgoals implies the postconditions. 
’’’ 
--[Style]: the_kitchen.the_style is a Style instance  
  corresponding to a_style 
                          _______ 
  Kitchen<>-the_style--->|_Style_| 
       _____________________ ^ ____________________ 
      |_AntiqueKitchenStyle_| |_ModernKitchenStyle_| 
’’’ 
from … import AntiqueKitchenStyle, ModernKitchenStyle 
if a_style == "ANTIQUE": 
    the_style = AntiqueKitchenStyle() 
else: 
    the_style = ModernKitchenStyle() 
 
the_kitchen.set_kitchen_style(the_style) 
 
The next subgoal ensures that the_kitchen.x_cabinet are 
set to appropriately-styled objects. 
 
’’’ 
--[x_cabinet set]: the_kitchen.x_cabinet is an YXCabinet, 
where x/X = wall or floor, and Y corresponds to a_style 
 
     Style      ---->XCabinet 
|get_cabinets()| 
 YKitchenStyle.get_cabinet() sets  the_kitchen.x_cabinet 
to a YXCabinet instance 
 
’’’ 
The design is now adequate to implement postcondition 4 
as follows:  
 
# --(Postcondition 4): A kitchen is displayed 
#   on the console as per a_style and arrange_kitchen() 
 
the_kitchen.arrange_kitchen() 
                     
V. EXAMPLE 2: DOCKING SIMULATION 
The second example simulates a ship’s docking, 
accompanied by a tugboat. A simple 5-by-5 grid suffices to 
demonstrate the method. We’ll specify that the ship prefers 
1-space diagonal movement and the tugboat moves up to 2 
spaces, but only vertically and horizontally. For example, the 
following shows initial conditions, where d is the ship’s 
destination, and “0” and s denote the initial positions of the 
tugboat and ship respectively. 
 
.............d  
............... 
............... 
............... 
 s ......... 0 
 
The output shows a trace as follows, with the tugboat 
positions (the numerals) predominating whenever there is 
overlap: 
 
.............s  
......... 7 ... 
...... 5  6 ... 
... 3  4 ...... 
 s  2  1 ... 0 
 
The reader will recognize the emergence of the Mediator 
design pattern. 
 
A. Selecting a Root Design Function 
Since docking is the principal user story, the following is 
an appropriate root design function: 
 
def dock(a_ship_position, a_tugboat_position,  
        a_dock_position): 
 
The specifications of dock() principally concern the 
placement of required functions but they also include a 
design constraint (Postcondition 1). This is trivial to fulfill 
but has a significant impact in that, since we are observing 
the cumulative property (described in Section III.E), the 
fulfillment of all subsequent subgoals must maintain its 
validity. Postcondition 4 is a traditional one, not one 
requiring function placement. 
''' 
Intent: Simulate docking of a ship with tugboat support 
 
Preconditions 
1: The parameters are instances of Position 
2: a_ship_position is the ship's initial position 
3: a_tugboat_position is the tugboat's initial position 
4: a_dock_position is the ship's destination 
5: move_ship() is defined--the effects of a single move 
with specified constraints 
6: move_tugboat() is defined–the effects single move with 
specified constraints 
 
Postconditions 
1. (Independence): The code defining ship and tugboat is 
independent of each other 
2. move_ship() is allocated 
3. move_tugboat() is allocated 
4. (Trajectories shown): The ship and tugboat's 
trajectories are on the console for the ship traveling in 
a minimal path from a_ship_position to a_dock_position 
and the tugboat staying as close as possible but out of 
the way. 
 
''' 
B. Decomposition 
The first two subgoals are identical to the first two 
postconditions, and allocate the required functions 
move_ship() and move_tugboat() in a manner that avoids the 
mutual reference as proscribed by Independence. This 
implies that there must be no subsequent dependence 
between Ship and Tugboat. 
 
 
# --(Postconditions 1 & 2): "Independence" observed 
#   AND move_ship() is allocated 
 
#   _________             ___________ 
#  |_Docking_|<>-ship--->|___Ship____| 
#                        |move_ship()| 
 
# --(Postcondition 3): move_tugboat() allocated 
#                        ______________ 
#  Docking<>-tugboat--->|____Tugboat___| 
#                       |move_tugboat()| 
 
The next subgoal fulfillment satisfies more than the 
corresponding postcondition. 
 
 
# --[Vessel instances have position and heading] 
#       ________ 
#      |_Vessel_| 
#      |position| 
#      |_heading| 
#          ^ 
#      Ship Tugboat 
 
 
The next subgoal enables coordination. 
 
# --[Each Vessel is aware of its peer] 
#   ____________________                      
#  |_VesselCoordination_|<---coordination-<>Vessel 
#  |_____get_peer()_____| 
#            ^ 
#         Docking 
 
The root design function typically passes control once it 
has satisfied its main requirements—to construct the 
application’s design. 
 
# --(Postcondition 4): Trajectories shown 
# 
# This is executed by Docking.execute()   
 
from mediator.docking_class import Docking  
Docking().execute(a_ship_position, a_tugboat_position,  
        a_dock_position) 
 
 
VI. DISCUSSION, FUTURE WORK, AND 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
The visualization property of UML can be leveraged in 
agile projects by establishing design function that emplace 
required functions, and by embedding UML in meaningful 
fragments. This is not just an expedient: it mitigates the 
unreadability of complicated and voluminous UML class 
models.  
This study has been made anticipating experiments and 
usage at scale, in continuous development. Realistically-
sized applications require packaging, and the same design-
function-driven process should be able to drive the creation 
of packages and their uses relationships in the same way that 
it drives the creation of classes and their relationships. 
A major obstacle to continuously evolving application 
development is the likelihood of inconsistencies, 
inefficiencies, and a difficulty to see the whole. The as-
needed UML fragments described in this paper allow 
verification that the as-built system conforms to the 
embedded UML specifications. Tool support is required for 
this. A tool would check a program's UML fragments for 
consistency, and produce an XML UML description (and 
thus diagram). There are at least two kinds of consistencies 
to be checked. The first verifies self-consistency within the 
fragment set (e.g., so that class A is not shown to inherit from 
B and vice versa). The second checks that the code is 
consistent with the UML fragments (e.g., so that a promised 
class A was actually constructed). 
The ability to check that an as-built system conforms to 
its advertised UML is not particular to the fragmentary 
approach described in this paper; however, in the context of 
continuous evolution, it is far easier for a developer to 
express, in effect, “here is additional UML that I need to 
implement the current sprint” as opposed to searching 
through a large UML class model for appropriate places to 
edit. 
Future work will address the tree of design functions for 
projects at scale and the effects of fragmented UML. The 
root design function assumes the existence of a set of 
functions, some of which are themselves design functions, 
etc. The resulting hierarchy of design functions may 
ameliorate the paucity of recursive “telescoping” in UML 
class models referred to in the Introduction.  
The author is grateful to the reviewers for helpful 
comments and references. 
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